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1 Introduction

Peripheral strategies pervade persuasive appeals used by online retailers to advertise their products and services in order to promote efficacious attitudes and behaviours in their consumers. Vendors do not merely present functionally descriptive information about the products offered but provide additional qualitative appeals, such as ‘bestseller’, ‘editor’s pick’, or ‘limited time offer’. The use of high level persuasive appeals such as these has long been practiced by brick and mortar retailers and has seen a recent boom in digital commerce due to the easily adaptable nature of digital storefronts. In this paper, we argue that these messages are effective, on average, because they are implementations of more broadly defined social influence strategies, or what are considered influence tactics in the management literature. Through three empirical studies, we examine whether combining implementations of multiple of these influence strategies to support one single product proposition more favourably affects consumer behaviour than the implementation of a single influence strategy.

1.1 Social influence strategies

Social Influence Strategies are persuasive appeals that speak to an individual’s social and conscious mind. Numerous taxonomies of different types of social influence strategies exist: Cialdini (2001) identifies six social influence strategies, while Rhoads (2007) identifies over a hundred different tactics. The differences in quantity arise from a choice to either group a number of implementations of persuasive appeals into one single influence strategy – referably one in which the psychological mechanisms for the effectiveness of an implementation are similar (Cialdini, 2001, 2004, 2005) – as compared to separately naming and identifying each influence attempt (see e.g., Kaptein and Eckles, 2010; Kaptein et al., 2011b). In this paper, we study the usage of three of the most pervasive social influence strategies that are represented in a similar respect in most of the scientific taxonomies and prominently used in online sales and marketing: consensus, authority, and scarcity.
1.1.1 Consensus

Innate social and risk mitigation tendencies of humanity make individuals more comfortable forming an opinion or taking an action previously completed by numerous other individuals. This principle, that of consensus, is implemented frequently throughout online commerce settings. Consensus appeals often take the form of a ‘bestseller’ notification or positive ‘star’ evaluations by other customers. Highlighting observations of others who are engaging in the same belief or behaviour convinces people to believe and behave in similar ways (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Cialdini, 2004; Goldstein et al., 2008; Zhu and Zhang, 2010). Ascribed to the effectiveness of the consensus strategy is the notion of conformity, as well as the postulation that the appeal serves as an informational influence by appearing as ‘social proof’ (Hardin and Higgins, 1996; Cialdini, 2001). Modern social media has revolutionised the applicability and relevance of consensus appeals; allowing for specific, accurate, and targeted messages. Most commonly, consensus appeals are used to build trust in a product or vendor by collating individual reviews into an overall product or site rating. However, much simpler appeals such as “Over 1 Million Customers!” are prevalent in more generalised advertising.

Due to the prevalence of consensus appeals currently in use in advertising and the fitting juxtaposition of consensus strategies with authority strategies, we use consensus appeals in all three studies described in this paper. For Studies 1 and 2, we had the benefit of knowing our target demographic (students) and were able to tailor the consensus description accordingly. In Study 3, we used a broader, simplistic consensus appeal and replicated our results in a less knowledgeable market context. In all cases, we used careful pre-testing to ensure the consensus appeal was valid in the context which we described.

1.1.2 Authority

Endorsements from authority figures frame messages in the context of a societally respectable figure or leader. These authority appeals are targeted to lead an individual’s framing of the targeted product or desired behaviour to align with the authority. Previous research supports these practices and has shown that typically when an authority figure tells people to do something, they will comply (Milgram, 1974; Blass, 1991). As an evolutionary form of social influence (Kelman and Hamilton, 1989; Martin and Hewstone, 2003), the authority appeal speaks to one’s basic understanding of the functioning of every social community through various levels of authority and obedience (Modigliani and Rochat, 1995; Cialdini, 2001). The simplicity and general applicability of authority appeals make them attractive to change or influence consumer behaviour.

We used authority arguments in all three studies to follow. In Studies 1 and 2, we carefully balanced the strength of the authority argument with respect to the consensus arguments in order to isolate our theory of dis-congruence in strength of persuasive strategies implemented simultaneously.

1.1.3 Scarcity

Appealing to another innate psychological trait – need for uniqueness (Fromkin, 1970; Snyder and Fromkin, 1980) – many vendors implement the scarcity strategy to make
products appear exclusive, rare, or one-of-a-kind. These attributes of the products are then translated to feelings by the consumer who, according to commodity theory (Brock, 1968), desires scarce products more because the possession of such products produces feelings of personal distinctiveness or uniqueness. Phrases such as ‘limited release’ and ‘while supplies last’ (Lynn, 1991) are used to favourably affect consumer attitudes and increase the chance of purchase (West, 1975; Inman et al., 1997; Eisend, 2008; Lynn, 1989). This assumed scarcity increases the perceived value of products and opportunities (Cialdini, 2001).

In the context of online advertising, scarcity plays an important role due to the relative lack of need of contextual awareness and low elaboration. Study 3 implements scarcity arguments for the first time. We used it to provide additional depth to findings of Studies 1 and 2 as we built on the previous results with Study 3.

1.2 Influence strategies for a low elaboration, high frequency society

To describe the process by which social influence strategies are effective in changing consumers’ attitudes or behaviours, researchers frequently turn to dual processing models of persuasive appeals. The most popular of such models is the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986; Petty and Wegener, 1999; Booth-Butterfield and Welbourne, 2002) which defines two main approaches to persuading an individual to perform a desired action: the high elaboration, central route and the low elaboration, peripheral route.

The former, central route, invokes high elaboration by using logic and reason to convince the target individual to perform a desired action. Benefits to high elaboration are increased mental commitment by the target and an opportunity to develop a more thorough and lasting persuasive impact. However, high elaboration exposes a weak argument to greater potential for rejection and, due to requiring engagement of the target for longer periods of time, is feasibly more difficult to implement. The second approach, the peripheral route, relies on low elaboration through effective and concise persuasive strategies that invoke predefined feelings or attitudes in a target rather than elaborate reasoning or logic. Peripheral approaches are beneficial due to the ease with which they can be implemented and relatively low risk of rejection by the target. However, it is more difficult to establish a strong commitment from the target through peripheral processing.

With advertisements increasing in volume and frequency, opportunities for elaboration have decreased bringing more prominence to peripheral, low elaboration strategies. Modern consumers are barraged by pleas for consumption in every part of their lives; from banner ads on Smartphone applications to targeted ads on their favourite blogs. The average person can no longer escape the persistent ecosystem of advertising appeals as these appeals become worked increasingly deeper into every part of daily life.

Implementations of social influence strategies are theorised to function mainly through a low elaboration, peripheral route since, as described above, most common strategies rely on innate psychological tendencies rather than guided logic and reason. Our findings will also show that incongruent peripheral persuasive strategies run the risk of increasing target elaboration and decreasing compliance. Thus, suggesting a dependency among appeals that can result in a substantive change of elaboration model for a given appeal based on simultaneously co-present like-process appeals.
Using multiple influence strategies

Since the social psychology literature identifies several influence strategies, such as consensus, authority, and scarcity, which are the focus of this paper, it is unclear to practitioners whether it is beneficial to use implementations of as many social influence strategies as possible to endorse a single product, or rather to pick the most effective one (Kaptein et al., 2011a). Thus, if a product is both recommended by an expert and the product is a bestseller (consensus) should a vendor combine these messages when presenting a product to a consumer or is the vendor better off selecting an influence strategy? Within the marketing literature two teams of researchers have tried to answer this question.

Falbe and Yukl (2008) queried the targets of influence attempts about their experiences when being influenced. Next to finding that some strategies are more effective than others in the context of motivating employees to perform certain activities, they also report that combining multiple strategies leads to increased compliance. For a number of influence strategies that they define, the effects are greater when they are combined or presented in sequence. However, the authors do mention in their discussion that most of their observations involved initial influence attempts which may bias the results of the use of single strategies: this is more likely to be unsuccessful given the setup of their study.

Barry and Shapiro (1992) also consider the usage of multiple influence strategies in their work on compliance gaining in dyadic relationships. Their results are in sharp contrast with those presented by Falbe and Yukl (2008): The combination of multiple strategies repeatedly leads to lowered compliance. Given the controlled nature of the experiment that is presented by Barry and Shapiro (1992) these results might pose higher internal validity then those presented by Falbe and Yukl (2008). However, the results presented by the latter seem more externally valid given the retrospective examination of real influence attempts. In this paper, we present an empirical test of the effects of the usage of multiple strategies both in a controlled experiment (Studies 1 and 2) as well as in a field (Study 3).

Overview

Given that multiple psychological processes are simultaneously in play in a single individual, and that – depending on the individual – these processes may or may not all support the product proposition or compliance request, it is important to examine the effects and interplay of simultaneous implementation of multiple social influence strategies. We hypothesise – contrary to current marketing practice but in-line with the findings presented by Barry and Shapiro (1992) – that combining multiple influence strategies to support a single appeal is not necessarily beneficial. The subsequent studies were designed to explore this hypothesis and apply the findings in both a scientific and industrial context.

In Study 1, we experimentally examine this hypothesis by developing implementation of the consensus and authority strategies. We bias the latter to be
preferred in the context of the given request. By presenting participants either with only one of the two influence strategies or with implementations of both strategies simultaneously, we show that compliance is significantly lower when both strategies are present. Given that we consciously biased one of the strategies in Study 1 to be able to demonstrate a possible detrimental effect of combining implementations of multiple strategies for a single appeal, we extended our finding by examining a similar situation in which the implementations of each of the strategies are equally preferred. Study 2 shows that usage of additional strategies – even if compliance to each of them is positive when used in isolation – does not increase compliance to a request.

Study 3 tests these same principles in a externally valid market setting. We test the effects of different influence strategies and their possible combinations on the click-through behaviour of online consumers. This study clearly shows the potential negative effects of combining of multiple influence strategies.

2 Study 1: combining multiple strategies

In Study 1, we test, using an experimental compliance task, whether combining implementations of multiple influence strategies toward the same appeal leads to increased compliance over the implementation of only one single influence strategy. Specifically, we test whether using both the authority and the consensus strategy increases compliance compared to using only a single strategy. To further determine the relationships of multiple sources and their effects on compliance, we included two groups of multiple strategy appeals for which, in one group, the expert and consensus had congruent (i.e., agreeing) recommendations and one group for which the recommendations were dis-congruent (i.e., disagreeing).

2.1 Method

2.1.1 Participants

Forty-four undergraduate students volunteered to participate by accepting an e-mail invitation and following a link to the study website. Participants were recruited from the communication and computer science departments. The e-mail invitation was sent to a total of 136 possible participants, resulting in a 32.4% response rate. The final sample consisted of 25 (56.8%) females. The average age of the sample was 23.8 (SD = 7.6).

2.1.2 Procedure

Once participants followed the link on the e-mail invitation to the online study, they were presented with an introduction page that included a consent waiver and a request to set aside approximately 30 minutes of their time to complete the study. The first part of the study consisted of an ‘arctic survival item-ranking task’. Participants were asked to rank 12 items in order of importance after being given the following scenario:

You have just survived the crash of a small plane.
Both the pilot and co-pilot were killed in the crash.
It is mid-January, and you are in Northern Canada.
The daily temperature is 25 below zero, and the night time temperature is 40 below zero. There is snow on the ground, and the countryside is wooded with several creeks criss-crossing the area. The nearest town is 20 miles away. You are dressed in city clothes appropriate for a business meeting. You manage to salvage twelve items that you can use to try to survive.

Participants then ranked items from 1 (most important to survival) to 12 (least important to survival):

1. a 20’ x 20’ piece of heavy-duty canvas
2. a cigarette lighter
3. a compass
4. dehydrated milk (eight pounds)
5. duct tape (25’ roll)
6. an extra shirt and pair of pants for each survivor
7. a hand ax
8. iodine water purification tablets (50 tablets)
9. a loaded .45-caliber pistol
10. a loud signal whistle
11. one box of matches
12. a sectional air map made of plastic.

Once participants were finished ranking these items, a period of six seconds was spent (ostensibly) analysing their ranking before participants were told “...some of your rankings were correct, but some could use improvement. You will now get the chance to revise your answers”.

2.1.3 Manipulations

In this experiment, we used four conditions on two dimensions:

a. the number of strategies used (one or multiple)

b. whether, in the multiple strategy condition, the implementations were congruent (yes or no).

In the single strategy condition, participants received ‘advice’ on how to change their rankings either from an expert or based on the consensus of a group of similar others. Participants were told: “You will have the chance to revise your answers based on advice from...” and then were shown a picture and a brief textual description of their advice source. Despite the different source labels, all participants were exposed to the same advice. Participants in the single strategy condition were randomly assigned to either the authority or consensus condition. The authority strategy was implemented as follows: Participants were told that they would receive advice originating from a
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'survival expert'. This was supported with the notion that: “You will get tips on how to better rank your items based on the knowledge of an arctic expert”. The consensus strategy was implemented by stating that participants would receive advice from ‘other students’ and was further elaborated on by stating: “You will get tips on how to improve your ranking of items based on the consensus of other students who have generally done well on these types of problems”.

To confirm the authority strategy, as we described in this study, was clearly preferential under these circumstances over the consensus strategy, we sent a short pretest via e-mail to 145 student outside of the recruitment pool that would be used for the study. The pretest participants were introduced to the disaster scenario exactly as would be used in the study. They were then presented with the description of the two sources exactly as they would appear in the study and asked to choose from which ‘source’ (authority vs. consensus) they would prefer to receive survival advice. Of the 145 pre-test participants, 144 self-selected the authority advice as the most preferential source of advice. These results provided conclusive support that the experimental design correctly biased the desirability of the sources as intended.

Congruence of sources was the nested condition within the multiple strategy dimension. In the congruent condition, the advice of both sources agreed. The message read: “The group of successful students agreed with the expert” for five out of the six suggestions. To increase realism, the sixth suggestion stated that the sources disagreed with each other. These two numbers were reversed in the incongruent condition so that the two sources disagreed on five out of six suggestions and agreed on one.

These are the four experimental groups in the experiment:

1. **Single strategy-authority.** Advice from the authority source only. \( N = 10 \).
2. **Single strategy-consensus.** Advice from the consensus source only. \( N = 12 \).
3. **Multiple strategy-congruent.** Agreeing advice from the authority source and consensus source. \( N = 10 \).
4. **Multiple strategy-incongruent.** Disagreeing advice from the authority source and consensus source. \( N = 12 \).

### 2.1.4 Measures

Compliance was measured by the degree to which a participant adhered to the advice from the source(s) for each of the six suggestions. All participants received the same suggestions for item ranking improvement in the same order. The compliance score is the sum of the number of ranks changed between initial rank and suggested ranks for the items for which a re-rank was suggested. Hence, if the item that was initially ranked at 1 was moved to position 5 (suggested position was 7) in the final rankings, participants received a score of \( (|7-1| - |7-5|) = 4 \), (the maximal suggested change minus the actual distance between the suggested rank and the final rank) for that item. The maximum compliance score was \( (6 + 2 + 7 + 6 + 7 + 2 = 28) \). Negative scores could be obtained when items were moved in greater rank-distance to the suggestions than the initial rank, however, this did not occur in the study.
Besides the actual compliance score, we measured participant’s confidence in their final ranking. Participants’ confidence in the final ranking was measured using the following two items:

1. How confident are you in your final ranking?
2. How satisfied are you with your final ranking?

Only the endpoints of the ten-point scales were labelled: ‘Not at all confident’ to ‘Very confident’ for the first item and ‘Not at all satisfied’ to ‘Very satisfied’ for the second item.

2.2 Results

For each of the dependent variables, we first looked at a main-effect of the number of strategies. Next, separate analyses were performed to test the effects of the specific strategy that was used, the number of strategies used, and the congruency of the messages under the multiple strategy condition.

2.2.1 Compliance

For the actual compliance to the advice given in the four experimental conditions, we found no significant main-effect of the number of sources: The average compliance score for the single source conditions, $\bar{X} = 15.8$, $SE = 1.96$, was similar to that of the multiple strategy condition, $\bar{X} = 17.2$, $SE = 1.62$, $t(42) = 0.55$, $p = .582$. Within the single strategy condition a strong effect – as expected based on the pre-test for Study 1 – of the actual strategy that was used was found: Participants in the authority condition, $\bar{X} = 23.6$, $SE = 1.87$, complied much more to the advice than participants in the consensus condition, $\bar{X} = 9.3$, $SE = 1.61$, $t(20) = 5.80$, $p < .001$. Within the multiple strategy condition both the incongruent group, $\bar{X} = 17.6$, $SE = 2.34$, and the congruent group, $\bar{X} = 16.8$, $SE = 2.33$ had similar mean compliance scores, $t(20) = 0.235$, $p = .816$.

Figure 1 shows the means and standard errors for each of the experimental groups. When conducting a one-way four level ANOVA on this data, there is a significant main-effect of condition, $F(3, 40) = 8.097$, $p < .001$. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons show that the single strategy consensus condition scores significantly lower than all other conditions, while the single strategy authority condition scores significantly higher. Table 1 shows the mean differences between each of the four conditions, their standard errors, and the $p$-value for each possible pairwise comparison. The results indicate that when choosing the optimal single strategy for a specific context, adding other strategies can have a detrimental effect on compliance. It further shows that when the effect of one of the sources is clearly preferable, the effects of incongruence are insignificant.
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**Figure 1** The effects of the use of single or multiple strategies, either authority or consensus and congruent or incongruent on compliance

![Graph showing the effects of single and multiple strategies on compliance](image)

**Table 1** Post-hoc comparisons of the four experimental conditions in Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A) condition</th>
<th>(B) condition</th>
<th>(A − B)</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>-6.02</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>-8.25</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>-7.47</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>-14.27</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>14.27</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Confidence

Analysis of the confidence scores (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.783$) shows that the average confidence score for the single source conditions, $\bar{X} = 7.7$, $SE = .29$, was similar to that of the multiple strategy condition, $\bar{X} = 8.1$, $SE = .25$ $t(42) = 0.673$, $p = .504$. Within the single strategy condition, no significant effect of strategy was found: Participants in the authority condition, $\bar{X} = 7.8$, $SE = .52$, were as confident as participants in the consensus condition, $\bar{X} = 7.7$, $SE = .61$, $t(20) = 0.061$, $p < .952$. Also, different from the previous results on compliance, a significant effect of congruency was found: Within the multiple strategy condition the confidence in the final rating based on advice from incongruent sources, $\bar{X} = 7.5$, $SE = 0.17$, was lower than that based on advice from congruent sources, $\bar{X} = 8.8$, $SE = .43$, $t(20) = 2.992$, $p = .007$. Hence, while incongruent advice did not lead to lowered compliance, it did lead to a lowered confidence in the final rankings.

2.3 Discussion

Study 1 quantitatively shows human affinity for the preferential strategy, and solely that strategy. Compliance was greatest in the condition where advice came from only the preferential source (expert). Contrary to intuition, having multiple sources of advice agree on the recommendation had not only no positive impact on compliance levels but actually had a slightly negative effect when compared to the preferred strategy (Table 2, italics).

This discrepancy could potentially be a result of increasing cognition and elaboration moving from a strictly peripheral processing approach to a higher elaboration central route. The added advice could have introduced a sense of skepticism or lack of trust with intention of the application (observed in the variance in the usefulness-index across conditions). Additionally, the multiple sources condition could have resulted in lower compliance due to the presence of the lesser preferential consensus source. While weaker than the authority source, as the results show, the consensus source did have a positive effect on compliance when presented individually, however when presented alongside the authority source, the credibility of the stronger (authority) source could have been diminished by the weaker consensus recommendation. Again, this is contrary to common intuition that the persuasive effect of multiple sources is cumulative (i.e., becomes stronger with each additional positive source). Regardless, the results are clear: in some situations, using multiple strategies can be detrimental as compared to presentation of the single preferential strategy.

Equally surprising was the finding that there was no appreciable variation between the multiple strategies condition where the sources agreed and the multiple strategies condition where the sources disagreed. This leads us to believe that individuals mentally default to the preferential strategy and thus any disagreement with the preferential strategy has little effect on final attitudes. These findings are in line with previous research of Tormala and Petty (2004) and Tormala and DeSensi (2009) and demonstrate that conflicting opinions do not affect valence but only attitude certainty (likewise demonstrated by our findings).

It is tempting to assume then that one can simply implement multiple strategies and users will follow the most relevant advice to their cognitive tendencies. While our study showed this to be true, it also showed that the introduction of multiple strategies
decreases compliance to the end goal and decreased user confidence in the advice provided by the system. It is thus most desirable to implement the single most effective strategy.

3 Study 2: equal strategies

Study 1 raised an important question that still needs to be answered to have a clear picture of the correct implementation approach: If there is no clearly preferential strategy (i.e., both sources of advice are equally influential), is a single strategy implementation still optimal? In Study 2, we address this question by conducting Study 1 a second time with equally preferential sources of advice to see if there is any context in which multiple strategies are significantly more effective than a single strategy.

3.1 Creating equal strategies

To create implementations of both the consensus and authority strategy that were equally preferred sources of advice in the item-ranking scenario we pre-tested a number of different implementations of both the authority strategy and the consensus strategy in a similar way as we pre-tested participants preference toward the strategy in Study 1. We invited a group of participants via e-mail to choose, after being introduced to the item-ranking task, from which sources they would like advice. After several changes to our wording and several small pretests, we chose to reword the implementation of the authority strategy to make it less preferential given the item-ranking scenario. Participants were told that they would receive advice originating from a ‘doctor’. This was supported with the notion that: “You will get tips on how to better rank your items based on the knowledge of a doctor”. The consensus strategy was implemented like Study 1. A pre-test of these two implementations by 69 participants showed that 32 participants wanted to receive advice from the expert, while 37 participants chose the consensus advice. Thus, these implementations in Study 2 enabled us to examine the effect of using a single strategy or multiple strategies when the strategies are equally preferred.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Participants

Forty-eight undergraduate students volunteered to participate by accepting an e-mail invitation with a link to the study website. Participants were all from the communication science department of a large west-coast university in the USA. The e-mail invitation was sent to a total of 113 possible participants, giving the study a 42.5% response rate. The final sample consisted of 28 (58.3%) females. The average age of the sample was 21.3 (SD = 2.19). None of the participants in Study 2 had previously participated in Study 1.
3.2.2 Procedure

The procedure utilised in Study 2 was identical to that of Study 1, with the exception that the authority source and the consensus source were designed to be equally preferential.

3.3 Results

Like in Study 1, for each of the dependent variables we looked at a main-effect of the number of strategies. We then performed separate analysis to test the effects of the specific strategy that was used, the number of strategies used, and the congruence of the messages under the multiple strategy condition.

3.3.1 Compliance

For compliance to the advice given in the four experimental conditions, we found no significant main-effect of the number of sources: The average compliance score for the single source conditions, $\bar{X} = 19.0, SE = 1.49$, was not significantly different from that of the multiple strategy condition, $\bar{X} = 16.7, SE = 1.70$, $t(46) = 1.029, p = .309$. Within the single strategy condition no effect – as expected based on the pre-test – of the actual strategy that was used was found: Participants in the authority condition, $\bar{X} = 19.5, SE = 2.34$, complied equally to the advice as participants in the consensus condition, $\bar{X} = 18.5, SE = 1.97$, $t(22) = 0.300, p = .767$. Within the multiple strategy condition participants in the incongruent group, $\bar{X} = 12.3, SE = 2.52$, complied less to the advice than those in the congruent group, $\bar{X} = 21.1, SE = 1.51$, $t(22) = 2.98, p < .01$.

Figure 2 shows the means and standard errors for each of the experimental groups. When conducting a one-way four level ANOVA on this data, there is a significant main-effect of condition, $F(3, 44) = 3.267, p < .05$. Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons show that the incongruent condition for the multiple-strategies approach scored significantly lower in compliance than all other conditions (see Table 2). They also show that not only is there no significant difference in compliance between the single authority and single consensus but also no significant difference between either of the single strategies versus the multiple congruent strategies condition. Hence, for equal strength strategies, incongruence in advice does have a negative effect on compliance.

3.3.2 Confidence

Analysis of the confidence scores (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.908$) shows that the average confidence score for the single source condition, $\bar{X} = 7.2, SE = .24$, was similar to that of the multiple strategy condition, $\bar{X} = 7.15, SE = .38$, $t(46) = 0.837, p = .407$. Within the single strategy condition, no significant effect of strategy was found: Participants in the authority condition, $\bar{X} = 7.3, SE = .36$, were as confident as participants in the consensus condition, $\bar{X} = 7.1, SE = .34$, $t(22) = 0.340, p < .737$. No significant effect of congruency was found: Within the multiple strategy condition, the confidence in the final rating based on advice from incongruent sources, $\bar{X} = 7.5, SE = 0.65$, was the same as that based on advice from congruent sources, $\bar{X} = 7.5$, ...
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$SE = .41$, $t(22) = 0.001$, $p = 0.99$. These findings show no significant difference in confidence between any of the conditions. This suggests that for equal strength strategies, confidence does not vary despite changes in source quantity and congruence.

**Figure 2** The effects of the use of single or multiple strategies, either authority or consensus and congruent or incongruent advice on compliance in Study 2

![Graph showing the effects of strategy and congruence on compliance](image)

**Table 2** Post-hoc comparisons of the four experimental conditions in Study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A) condition</th>
<th>(B) condition</th>
<th>$\bar{A} - \bar{B}$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>- .92</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>- 8.8</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>-6.3</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>MS C</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>SS Cons</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS Auth</td>
<td>MS IC</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Discussion

The results from Study 2 demonstrate the importance of designing persuasive strategies with careful mindfulness to the preferentiality of the persuasive source. Additionally, results show that under the condition of equal preference, congruence of persuasive arguments does play an important role in the overall compliance. Finally, the results suggest that confidence may be more heavily influenced but the overall preferability of a source rather than a lack on congruence in persuasive appeals.

As expected, manipulating both the expert and consensus arguments to be equally appealing resulted in both single strategy conditions having equal effects on compliance of the participants. Also, as expected, the confidence scores for participants in both single strategy conditions were not significantly different. From these results it is easy to reason that overall effectiveness of persuasive argument is more contingent on the overall preferability of the argument than the argument type.

More surprising were the effects of equal preferential strategies on the multiple strategies condition. The condition of multiple congruent sources did not demonstrate a significant difference in compliance from either of the single strategy conditions. This shows that even in the case of equally preferable sources, there is no compounding effect on compliance. While no harm was demonstrated in presenting multiple congruent persuasive appeals simultaneously, there was also no benefit. These findings are contrary to the intuition that multiple sources of congruent persuasive attempts strengthen a persuasive appeal in an additive manner.

Further telling was the significant decrease in compliance in the multiple strategies, incongruent condition as these results contradict previous findings. This finding suggests that when two strategies are equally preferential, contradicting arguments can have a significant negative effect on compliance. Given the negative effect on compliance, it is interesting to note that confidence remained unaffected in the incongruent condition having no significant variation from either singles strategy or the multiple congruent strategy. This finding suggests that confidence in advice is primarily based on quality of the sources rather than context of the advice.

4 Study 3: applied strategic implementations

Studies 1 and 2 demonstrated the importance of a careful implementation approach for persuasive arguments. They used controlled laboratory manipulations to prove that not only is it the type of persuasive strategy that matters, but more importantly, how and with what other strategies an argument is implemented. The contextual congruence of the implementation was shown to have a significant controlling effect over the potency of the overall persuasive attempt. In Study 3, we take the previous findings and implement the above strategies in a live market setting to demonstrate validity and applicability in a traditional consumer facing advertisement setting.
4.1 Method

4.1.1 Participants

Two hundred and nineteen thousand five hundred North American Google Search engine users between the ages of 18 and 55 were exposed to one out of six advertisements belonging to one of our experimental conditions.

4.1.2 Procedure

Six Google search advertisements were created to solicit users to participate in a study. All six advertisements were titled ‘Participate in a study!’ with varying 140 character descriptions that fell into two conditions: advertisements using only a single social influence strategy versus those that used multiple social influence strategies. Three social influence strategies were used in this study:

a. consensus
b. authority
c. scarcity.

Our main aim was to compare the performance of an advertisement that implemented all of these strategies to one that implemented only one of these strategies.

In the single strategy condition an implementation of one of the social influence strategies was shown to participants in the textual advertisement to encourage them to participate in our online study:

1. 100 s of others have taken this study before
2. Professor Ford recommends taking this study
3. there are only 18 hours left to participate in this study.

The first strategy implements the influence strategy consensus, the second authority, and the third scarcity.

In the multiple strategy condition, implementations of multiple strategies in a single advertisement were shown to participants. To control for implementation order, we showed one of the following advertisements to participants:

1. 100 s participated, and Professor Ford recommends it. Only 18 hours left.
2. Professor Ford recommends it, 100s participated, only 18 hours left.
3. Only 18 hours left, and Professor Ford recommends it. 100s took it.

The study ran for 21 days and each advertisement was systematically alternated over time to ensure an even distribution over the allocated time period.

Once a participant clicked on the advertisement the success of that advertisement was logged. By computing the number of clicks per the number of views we are able to estimate the effectiveness of the advertisement.

After clicking, participants were taken to a landing page that asked if they would like to participate in a study (informed consent). If they selected ‘Yes’, they were taken
to the ‘study’ page where they were told to rank pictures one at a time based on a scale of one to five of how the picture made them feel. The study consisted of two hundred random pictures shown in sequential order to all participants. The intention was to create an attrition test that few, if any, participants completed as a means of gauging the rigor of compliance for each condition.

4.2 Measures

The primary measure of compliance to the conditions was the combined click-through rate (number advertisements clicked on/number of advertisements shown) for the advertisements in each condition. This score measures the direct effectiveness of the multiple versus single strategy conditions. A secondary measure was taken by the number of pictures rated in the attrition test before leaving the study. While the compliance goal of the advertisements was to create a click action as accounted for in the first compliance measure, the attrition score was used as a secondary measure of compliance to quantify any carry-over compliance from the initial implementation.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Click-through

Table 3 shows the number of views and clicks on each of the advertisements. Aggregated over the different stimuli in the two conditions, there were 87,356 views and 316 clicks in the single strategy condition. The click-through rate in this condition was .36%. In the multiple strategy condition the number of views was 109,746 and the number of clicks was 195. This is an average click-through of .18%. The multiple strategy condition scored significantly lower $\chi^2 = 63.1, p < .001$.

Table 3  Views and click-through rate of the advertisements used in Study 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Add number</th>
<th>Views</th>
<th>Click</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>1 '100s of others...'</td>
<td>25,825</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 'Professor Ford...'</td>
<td>24,509</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 'There are only...'</td>
<td>37,022</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>1 '100s participated…’</td>
<td>23,546</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 'Professor Ford recommends…’</td>
<td>21,390</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 ‘Only 18 hours left…’</td>
<td>64,810</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To illustrate the effectiveness of each of the advertisements, we modelled the success of each of the advertisements independently (dotted lines) and aggregated over conditions (solid black and gray lines) as a beta binomial and we plotted the posterior beta densities in Figure 3. It is clear that each of the advertisements that implemented a single strategy scored higher than those implementing multiple strategies. Thus, the effects of the social influence strategies do not seem to add up when used simultaneously in a single advertisement.

These findings are in keeping with the previous laboratory finding from Studies 1 and 2. The results continue to fail to show any benefit to combining multiple strategies.
into single persuasive appeal while suggesting single strategies are the most effective persuasive technique.

**Figure 3** Model-based click-through behaviour based on the different advertisement versions

![Model-based click-through behaviour](image)

Note: The black line represents the average click through for the multiple strategies advertisements, while the tray line represents the average click through for the single strategy advertisements.

### 4.3.2 Attrition

To see whether the differences in persuasion are only present when clicking on the advertisements or whether they also lead to a more active participation in the final cause – in this study the attrition test – we compare the number of pictures rated by participants that clicked on an advertisement implementing multiple strategies versus those that clicked on an advertisement implementing a single strategy.

Of the 316 participants that clicked on an image with a single strategy, 208 rated at least one image. In this condition a total of 3,528 images were rated and thus on average participants rated 16.9 images. Of the 195 participants that arrived to the attrition task by clicking on an advertisement that implemented multiple strategies, 106 actually rated at least one picture. In this condition a total of 1,893 images were rated and thus participants rated on average 17.9 images. This difference in attrition between the two conditions is not statistically significant.

These finding suggest a finite temporal nature to the persuasive effectiveness of an argument. The single strategy was more effective at convincing participants to take action on the study by both clicking on the initial advertisement and by clicking through the waver to begin the study. However, the actual attrition test proved equally wearing on both groups as there was no significant difference in depth of participation between those in the single strategy group versus the multiple strategy group.
4.4 Discussion

Study 3 confirmed the applicability of Studies 1 and 2 in a live market setting. By providing further evidence that a single strategy is more effective than multiple strategies, the results demonstrate the importance of tactfully selecting a persuasive strategy implementation approach.

While as a whole, the single strategy was more effective, it is important to note that the authority argument fared poorly compared to the consensus and scarcity arguments. The authority argument was clearly least preferential and was even near on par with some of the multiple strategy approaches. This result, combined with our findings in the previous studies, demonstrate the individuals do not disregard non-preferential strategies when sequenced with other preferential strategies. Even when two preferential strategies are combined with a less preferential strategy, the results of sequential usage of multiple persuasive strategies never leads to a beneficial outcome and can, as shown here, lead to detrimental effects.

5 General Conclusions

This paper used three studies to carefully explore the difference in persuasiveness between single strategy and multi strategy persuasive appeals. The results failed to demonstrate any positive effects to combining multiple persuasive strategies into one persuasive appeal. In fact, the results consistently demonstrated a detrimental effect of implementing multiple strategies simultaneously.

Study 1 demonstrated the significance of a preferential strategy and showed, for the first time, a potentially negative affect of multiple strategy implementation. In Study 2, we carefully controlled for preference of persuasive strategy by exhaustively pre-testing strategies to remove all significant bias in preferentiality. The resulting findings demonstrated that even when two preferential strategies are combined into a single appeal, the results do not outweigh either of the individual strategies. These findings have significant implication for industrial practice as they clearly show the lack of reward for carefully devising equally preferential strategies to implement simultaneously.

Finally, in Study 3 we took our laboratory findings and devised a live, 343,000 impression advertisement manipulation to test our results in a directly applicable setting. The results confirmed our laboratory findings and soundly affirmed our conclusions that the sequential implementation of multiple persuasive strategies simultaneously does not have a net positive effect on compliance, as was the case in Study 3, but has a negative effect on compliance.

5.1 Persuasion in Interactive Advertising

The results presented in this paper have clear implications for the practices of interactive marketing and advertising. While marketers are already concerned with optimising the product offers or propositions that are made to individual customers, by and large the persuasive strategies or influence tactics that are used are added to the appeal in a rather ad-hoc manner. Interactive marketers, while more and more frequently resorting to the use of influence tactics often use multiple tactics to support a similar proposition. Our
results, however, show that this does not maximise the effect of the use of influence tactics in interactive marketing: a careful selection of a specific strategy that fits the appeal, or possibly the individual consumer, leads to higher compliance and thus in the end to higher revenues.

In practice, interactive advertisers and marketers already have to limit their selection of influence tactics that are used in their campaigns because of space limitations of the medium or time constraints of consumers. We, however, introduce an additional motivation to carefully test, and eventually select individual strategies. The use of multiple strategies can confuse the arguments made to consumers, resulting in higher elaboration, less peripheral processing, and eventually a smaller effect of the tactics that are used. As a result of these findings, we would caution practitioners against using multiple persuasive appeals simultaneously whenever possible. Rather, we would suggest finding a single preferential persuasive appeal for given context and implement only that appeal in order to produce maximum compliance in the end user.

5.2 Future research

This research highlighted the importance of selection appropriate influence tactics. However, the results that we have presented are based on the behaviour of groups of people. The next step in this research is to see whether there are differences between individuals in their responses to influence tactics. In the psychology literature, such stable individual differences have already been described (e.g., Kardes et al., 2007; Nail et al., 2001) and theorists in human-computer interaction (Kaptein et al., 2011b) and information systems (Kaptein, 2011) have described how adaptation to such individual differences can increase compliance to persuasive appeals. This focus on individual differences in susceptibility to different types of propositions – rather than to the actual end goal of the proposition – is in-line with recent developments in online marketing (see e.g., Hauser et al., 2009). The results presented in this article should be evaluated with respect to individual level responses to influence tactics so that the single ‘right’ tactic can be selected not just at an average level, but, ultimately, also at the level of individual consumers.
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